
 

 

         GREEK MARKET 

1. Greek telecom services are EU’s costliest. Greeks 
pay among the highest charges for telecom services in 
the European Union, according to data presented by 
Eurostat on TuesdayThe figures showed that Greece 
ranks top in the EU regarding spending on telecom 
services as a ratio of gross domestic product, and 
second in terms of annual consumer expenditure. 
Eurostat illustrated that Greeks spend some 5.7 billion 
euros a year on telecom services, which corresponds to 
3.2 percent of GDP and 4.4 percent of Greeks’ total 
annual spending. Only the Bulgarians spend more on 
telecom services regarding their overall annual 
consumer expenditure (4.6 percent). 

 
2. Great surge in issue of Golden Visas. The number of 
residence permits issued to non-European Union 
citizens who invest at least 250,000 euros in Greek 
properties (known as Golden Visas) recorded a major 
increase in the first 11 months of 2019.According to 
data published on Wednesday by Enterprise Greece, 
2,008 new permits were issued in the year to 
December 1, while the number of permits issued came 
to 4,059 between the launch of the program in 2013 
and the end of 2018. Of the more than 6,000 Golden 
Visas issued to date, almost 70 percent (4,129 permits) 
concern Chinese investors. 

 

 

 
  

 

 

3. Luxury brands drawn to Greek capital’s expanding 
retail market. The recent transformation of the city 
into a destination in itself – a trend which seems set to 
strengthen – makes investments by business groups 
not only in hotels but also in retail – with an emphasis 
on luxury brands – that much more attractive, not to 
mention necessary. This is the precise direction that 
Attica Department Stores SA is taking; it is planning a 
new scheme to be created with the participation of 
shipping and hotel groups, which is seen reaching 
agreements with major foreign high-prestige brands 
that want to establish a presence at the new 
commercial development in Elliniko, southern Athens, 
possibly with the creation of malls too 
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4. Trikala to be Greece’s first ‘Giga City’. Trikala is 
one of the three cities in Greece to have launched a 
fifth-generation (5G) mobile phone network – on a 
pilot basis for the time being. He added that the 
objective is the termination of the 3G network’s 
operation by end-2022, ending the period that the 
company began in 2002. He said the aim is to have 
only the 4G and 5G networks operating by the end of 
that three-year period. 

 
5. Greeks among shipping’s most influential people. 
There are 13 Greeks among the 100 most influential 
people in global shipping this year, according to the 
annual chart compiled by Lloyd’s List.The highest-
placed shipowner among the Greeks is John 
Angelicoussis, ranking seventh in the world.Notably, 
both Chinese companies are present in Greece at the 
ports of Piraeus and Thessaloniki respectively.The 
other 12 Greeks on the chart are George Prokopiou 
of Dynacom/Dynagas (at 13th), George Economou of 
TMS (19th), Angeliki Frangou of Navios (20th), Peter 
Livanos of GasLog (25th), Petros Pappas of Star Bulk 
(29th), the president of the Hellenic Union of 
Shipowners, Theodore Veniamis (32nd), Evangelos 
Marinakis of Capital Maritime & Trading Corp (59th), 
Kostis Konstantakopoulos of Costamare (61st), 
George Logothetis of Libra (71st), Nikolas Tsakos of 
TEN (81st) and Intercargo head Dimitris Fafalios 
(82nd). 
 

 6. Most new jobs created this year are full-time. The 
Greek labor market has recorded increases in the 
number of enterprises and salary workers this year, 
but also a reduction in the average salary, while a 
considerable portion of workers continue to earn 
very low wages, according to the statistics of the 
Ergani database. Employment has grown by 78,391 
jobs this year compared to 2018, while the number of 
corporations expanded by 7,899 and over 165,000 
workers shifted from lower to higher salary brackets. 
They also indicated that almost one in three gets no 
more than 700 euros per month. 
 
7. Greek bond market among the world’s top 
performers. Greek securities been among the world’s 
top performers in 2019, according to a report by the 
Financial Times.The London-based publication noted 
that this year has offered glorious opportunities for 
investors, from Greek bonds to the spiralling of the 
British pound. 

 



 

 

GLOBAL MARKETS 

1. H&M tests renting clothes to boost 
environmental credentials. H&M’s flagship store at 
the Sergels Torg square in Stockholm is back in 
business after a monthslong refurbishment. In one 
corner of the store,H&M is offering some of its 
customers the possibility to rent rather than buy 
from its popular party and wedding collection — the 
latest bid by the budget fashion chain, which has 
already been collecting used clothes at its stores, to 
boost its environmental credentials.The move comes 
as the fashion industry, especially fast-fashion 
companies such as H&M and Zara, faces growing 
criticism over its carbon footprint and energy use. 
The industry is one of the biggest emitters of 
greenhouse gases and producers of global 
wastewater. 

2. Balsamico ‘made in Germany’ not illegal, says EU. 
An Italian consortium had sued a German vinegar 
maker that sold its product as “Balsamico.” The 
European Court of Justice (ECJ) said in a ruling on 
Wednesday that the term “Balsamico” is not a food 
designation protected under the European Union’s 
geographical food designation rules.Balema, a 
vinegar manufacturer based in southwest Germany, 
has been marketing its balsamic vinegar products 
with the names “Balsamico” and “Deutscher 
Balsamico” (“German Balsamico”). An Italian 
consortium sued Balema on the grounds that such 
branding infringes on the geographical food 
designation “Aceto Balsamico di Modena. 

 

 

 

 

3. China offers olive branch on US pork and soy 
imports. China has said it could waive tariffs on some 
US soybean and pork shipments, in a sign that trade 
tensions might be easing. The two countries are in 
early talks about the de-escalation of their long-
running dispute.Beijing said that it might offer a levy 
waiver to some US soy and pork imports — a 
potential peace offering after nearly two years of 
trade tariff hostilities.The suggestion comes as the 
countries edge towards a partial deal that would see 
China allow in more US farm products. 

 

4. Eastern Germany’s industrial ruins. The collapse of 
East Germany in 1989 and its transition to a market 
economy in a reunited country, left deep scars that 
are still visible in the form of industrial ruins. Some 
stubbornly refuse to disappear. With decay and 
vandalism teaming up, the large industrial ruin has 
long turned into a blight on the district. IKA was once 
part of East Germany’s KWO cable plant that in its 
prime employed some 5,400 people in Berlin alone. 
When the system collapsed in the late 1980s and 
both Germanys reunited in 1990, a tough transition 
from a planned to a free market economy saw East 
Germany’s economy crumble to pieces as traditional 
markets broke away and many firms were not found 
good enough to survive among fierce 
competition.The UK’s British Insulated Callender’s 
Cable (BICC) took over IKA in 1992, but abruptly 
ended its investment four years later, bringing a sad 
ending to the once-famed plant. 

5. First commercial electric plane flight opens new 
era in aviation. The three minute test flight of a 
commercial electronic airplane in Canada was a world 
first. It could pave the way for a new era of clean 
aviation. A Canadian seaplane operator on Tuesday 
successfully test flew the world’s first all-electric 
commercial aircraft, in a three minute flight it said 
had launched a new era of aviation.Vancouver-based 
Harbour Air, which claims to be North 
America’s largest seaplane airline, and Seattle-based 
all-electric propulsionmaker magniX, tested a 63-
year-old DHC-2 de Havilland Beaver retrofitted with a 
750-horsepower electric motor on the Fraser River 
near Richmond, British Columbia. Harbour Air plans 
to electrify its entire fleet of more than 40 aircraft. 

6. German man finds 50,000 Deutschmarks hidden 
in flea market clock. A German man was surprised to 
discover a hefty bundle of banknotes hidden inside 
an old clock he bought at a flea-market. They were in 
Deutsche Marks, the old currency discontinued in 
2001. The only problem was, the banknotes were of a 
kind no shop or restaurant would accept — Deutsche 
Marks, the currency of Germany until 2001.He only 
discovered the hidden treasure trove of 50,000 
Marks in the wooden paneling of the clock when he 
got it home from the flea market. The man, a 
resident of Aurich in Lower Saxony, took the money 
to the local government lost-and-found office.After a 
legally-required waiting period of six months, during 
which no one claimed the decades-old banknotes, 
the man was permitted to have them back.  
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